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Abstract

The purpose if this thesis is to give the interested reader a starting point into
the topic of Field Computation. Field Computation is a term coined by Bruce
J. MacLennan in 1987 ”Technology-Independent Design of Neurocomputers: The
Universal Field Computer” [Mac87] presenting a framework for describing massively
parallel computations. In this paper and those related[Mac03, Mac99b, Mac94,
Mac97, Mac] he also often uses the universal Turing Machine as an analogy for his
universal Field computer and when researching, one often finds related papers on
hyper-computation.
This seminar thesis aims to provide the interested reader an overview of the prin-
ciples of field computation, discuss whether it might be distinct from Turing Com-
putation or indeed an example of hyper-computation, as well as provide context in
which this framework might be useful. To ensure knowledge of the mathematical
background, we also present a short primer on the required fundamentals.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The current computational paradigms seem to differ wildly from the computation
done in our brains. Because of the so called 100 step phenomenon[Mor, TH] a strong
line of thinking exists within neuroscience that assumes the brain computes in a
massively parallel, but very shallow manner, i.e. with few sequential steps. This
is in stark contrast with our classical computation techniques, which use a large
number of sequential steps with very little parallelizations. In recent years, there
have been advances in the field of parallel processing technology, offering thousands
and hundreds of thousand of cores. Since traditional algorithm design usually deals
with at most dozens or hundred of parallel processors, not thousands or more, new
paradigms of computation are becoming a necessity.Bruce J. MacLennan developed
one candidate for this new paradigm in 1987, building a mathematical framework
of dealing with massively parallel operations. However, to date his research in this
field has not been picked up by many scholars. There is also no accessible summary
of his research on field computation, which often touches topics unfamiliar to engi-
neers. This thesis aims to fill this niche by summarizing 20 of his papers and giving
physicists and electrical engineers who might not be familiar with computer science
concepts like Turing Computability or Concurrency the context to understand them.

1.2 Literature Review And Related Work

As mentioned before, there has been little work done based on MacLennans field
computability theory, however there he has been mentioned in papers on the topic
of hyper-computation or super-computation, exploring the possibility of computation
models more powerful than Turing Machines. For this we refer to [Sta04, Sta06].
There has also been research done on the development of parallel algorithms[HS86,
BM96]. However, these approaches differ from MacLennans in that they aim to
break the task into smaller sub-tasks, which can be done sequentially with only
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local state knowledge whereas MacLennan develops a new mathematical formalism
and new operations to deal with problems and algorithms in an inherently parallel
fashion.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical Review

In this chapter we will present an overview of functional analysis and computability
theory, two mathematical domains required to properly discuss the utility and com-
putability of field computation. We assume that the reader has learned concepts like
calculus and analysis before, but that they are engineers and not mathematicians
and thus some of the definitions and properties might not be immediately familiar .

2.1 General Definitions and Concepts

During definitions and analysis of Fields, we will have to deal with the concepts of
Openness and Closedness in a topological sense. Closedness can be defined either
as a fundamental property with regards to the limits of the set, or with respect to
one or more operators.

Definition 1 (Open and Closed Sets)
1. A set in a topological space is closed if and only if it contains all of its limit

points. A set which is not closed is open.

2. A set is closed under one or more operations if the operation(s) on members
of the set always produce another member of the same set.

When dealing with transformations, we will also need a concept of how sensitive
the transformation are to changes to their inputs. This is the concept of continuity,
which we will mainly encounter in 3 degrees of strength.

Definition 2 (Continuities)
1. A function is continuous if small changes in input lead to small changes in the

functions output. We thus have a guarantee that there are no ”jumps” in the
function. Formally we write limx→c f(x) = f(c)

2. A function over a metric space (defined later, see ??) is uniformly continuous
if for every real number ε there exists a δ such that a change of δ in the
functions input only changes the output to ε.
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3. A function over a metric space is Lipschitz continuous if there exists a real K
for which the relation ChangeinOutput

ChangeinInput
≤ K holds

Since we will also be defining and making use of binary operators, we desire some
way to describe their behavior

Definition 3 (Linearity and Bi-linearity)
1. An Operator L on a set of elements F is said to be linear if for every pair of

f, f1, f2 ∈ F and every scalar s the relations L(f1 + f2) = L(f1) + L(f2) and
L(tf) = tL(f) hold.

2. A Binary Operator is said to be bi-linear, if it is linear with respect to both
elements f1, f2 ∈ F in every pair L(f1, f2).

Lastly, since we will be operating on continua, we need a formal way to evaluate the
structures we analyze in fixed points. For this we make use of the Kronecker delta
function and the Dirac delta function:

Definition 4 (Kronecker delta function)
The Kronecker delta function is defined as a function of to variables which evaluates
to 0 if the differ and 1 if the are equal. We write:

δi,j = f(i, j) =

{
1 if i = j

0 else

Definition 5 (Dirac delta function)
While the Dirac delta function is not a formal function [?],we can heuristically
define it as a function which is zero everywhere except at the origin, where its value
is infinite. Simultaneously we constrain it such that its integral over the whole range
equals one. We write:

δi = f(i) =

{
1 if i = 0

0 else∫∞
∞ δi = 1

2.2 Functional Analysis

Field computability makes use of a selection of concepts from functional analysis.
Important to note is that there is a distinction between MacLennans Fields and the
mathematical concept of a field (see definition 22). In this section we will briefly
present basic definitions and build up the mathematics of fields and operations on
those fields. As we will see later in section 3.2, almost all of the properties are
equivalent, with exceptions only in edge cases.
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2.2.1 Deriving Vector spaces

General fields

In mathematics, a field describes a set of elements that fulfill the field axioms. It
can also be characterized as a ring ( a set of elements for which general definitions of
addition and multiplication are given) that is additionally both commutative and for
which there exists a multiplicative inverse for every element. The following axioms
constitute the field axioms:

Definition 6 (Field Axioms)
Basic requirements: Existence of addition and multiplication, with subtraction and
division defined in terms of inverse operations of these.
For a Field F we also require:

1. Associativity of addition and multiplication, ∀a, b, c ∈ F the following relations
hold: a+ (b+ c) = (a+ b) + c and a(b · c) = (a · b)c

2. Commutativity of addition and multiplication, ∀a, b ∈ F the following relations
hold: a+ b = b+ ac and a · b = b · ac

3. Distributivity of multiplication over addition, ∀a, b, c ∈ F the following rela-
tions hold: c(a+ b) = ca+ cb

4. Existence of additive and multiplicative identity elements. For addition , there
exists an element 0 ∈ F for which a ∈ F, a + 0 = a. For multiplication, there
exists an element 1 for which 1 ∗ a = a holds. To exclude trivial examples, we
require 1 6= 0

5. Existence of additive and multiplicative inverse elements. ∀a ∈ F there is a
−a such that a + (−a) = 0. Similarity, for every a 6= 0 there is an a−1 such
that a · a−1 = 1

6. Closure of F under addition and multiplication. As defined under REF XXX,
addition and multiplication of members of F results again in a member of F .
Formally ∀a, b ∈ F, a+ b ∈ F and a · b ∈ F

Common examples for fields are the real numbers R and complex numbers C.

Vector spaces

Over these fields we can define Vector spaces, sets of elements with two operations -
vector addition and scalar multiplication - that fulfill certain criteria. Here vectors
denote elements of the vector space V over a field F, whereas scalars refer to elements
of the field F. A vector can differ from the familiar geometrical vectors and refer to
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other structures, in our case functions. However as mentioned above, we must be
able to define vector addition and scalar multiplication consistent with the following
axioms:

Definition 7 (Vector space)
Vector addition and multiplication of vectors with scalar must be defined. For a
vector space V overF with arbitrary vectors u, v, w ∈ V and arbitrary scalars a, b ∈ F

1. Vector addition must be associative, u+ (v + w) = (u+ v) + w

2. Vector addition must be commutative u+ v = v + u

3. There must exists a vector 0 ∈ V for which v + 0 = v. This is called the zero
vector and serves as additive identity element

4. There must be an additive inverse −v∀v ∈ V such that v + (−v) = 0

5. Scalar multiplication must be compatible with field multiplication a·(bv) = (ab)v

6. There must be an identity element 1 for scalar multiplication such that 1v = v

7. Scalar multiplication with respect to vector addition must be distributive, a ·
(u+ v) = au+ av

8. Scalar multiplication with respect to field addition must be distributive, (a +
b)v = av + bv

Function Spaces

We can also define vector spaces of with functions as vectors. They need to fulfill
the same axioms. Generally, a function space describes any set of functions mapping
a set X to a set Y . If Y is a field ( be it scalar or vector), the functions implicitly
have scalar multiplication and vector addition defined (see definition 7) and thus
are inherently vector spaces [Yam12]

Inner product space

For a subset of vector spaces we can define an inner product 〈·|·〉, forming inner
product spaces.

An inner product is an operator that maps a combination of two vectors from the
vector space onto the field over which the space has been defined. It also has to
satisfy the following 3 axioms:
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Definition 8 (Inner product)
1. Conjugate symmetry 〈·|·〉 = f(x, y) = f(y, x) which reduces to symmetry for

a vector space over R and to complex conjugate symmetry over a vector space
C.

2. Linearity in the first argument (see definition 3)

3. Positive-definiteness, meaning 〈x · x〉 > 0, 〈x · x〉 = 0 => x = 0

2.2.2 Operations on Vector spaces

With this product we can define a norm to measure distances in the vector space
and define the concept of orthogonality between vectors.

Definition 9 (Norm and Distance)
A Norm in a vector space is a function which assigns a strictly positive scalar value
to any given vector and has some special following properties. We write:

For a Vector field V over a field F , the the function p : V → R is a norm if and
only if for a ∈ F and u, v ∈ V

1. p(av) = |a|p(v)

2. p(u+ v) ≤ p(u) + p(v)

3. if p(v) = 0 then v is the zero vector

The Distance between u and v is then defined as the norm of their difference.

Definition 10
Two vectors are orthogonal if and only if their inner product is 0.

Measure space

Next we define the concept of a measure or metric space. Simply said, a measure
space is a set for which the distance between all members of the set is defined. The
most familiar measure space is the Euclidean space, with the Euclidean distance as
measure function. The formal definition is as follows:

Definition 11 (Measure space)
d: Metric on set M, d : M ×M → R such that ∀x, y, z ∈M the following holds:
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1. The metric is non-negative, d(x, y) ≥ 0

2. if the metric is 0, the items are identical,d(x, y) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = y

3. the metric is symmetrical, ,d(x, y) = d(y, x)

4. the metric fulfills a triangle inequality, ,d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)

Measure spaces enable us to define Lebesgue integration on the vector space, a form
of integration which is more generally applicable than the more familiar Riemann
integration[GHD+10], as well as the concepts of Completeness and Lp spaces.

Completeness

In order to define integrals for the vector space, we need to ensure that the vector
v(x+ n)− v(x) exists for limn→0 with v(x) denoting a vector from the vector space
and v(x + n) denoting a vector with a distance proportional to n away from this
vector, such that v(x) = v(x + n)|n=0. Formally we can define this using Cauchy
sequences.

Definition 12 (Completeness)
Any Cauchy sequence of points in the vector space - meaning a sequence of points
which become arbitrarily close to each other as the sequence progresses - has its limit
also within that vector space.
so for φa, φb ∈ V overM, d(phia, φb)→ 0 both φa and φb should lie in V .

lp spaces

If we define a function space of measurable functions (functions between measure
spaces) so that the pth power of every function is Lebesgue integrable this function
space forms an lp space. With this, we ensure by definition that we can integrate all
functions within this space using the Lebesgue integral and the p-norm, the latter
usually defined with the inner product.

Definition 13 (lp spaces)
The set of measurable functions f from a measure space M to C or R forms a lp

space with p-norm ‖f‖p if that p-Norm is finite. Formally we write:
‖f‖p = (

∫
M
|f |p)1/p < ∞ The Lp space if composed of all functions for which the

integral converges.

All lp spaces are complete, since we require that the Lebesgue integral exists and
converges over their absolute values, which implies the existence of the necessary
limit within the space.
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Hilbert space

For the special case of p = 2 the lp space forms a Hilbert space. This analogous
of using the inner product < f |f > to define the p-norm ‖f‖2. Hilbert spaces
generalize most geometric concepts like projections, change of basis, length, angle
etc. to any finite or infinite number of dimensions.
All Hilbert Spaces are also Banach spaces, meaning both the Fréchet derivative and
Gâteaux derivative are defined on them.

Gâteaux derivative

The Gâteaux derivative generalizes the idea of differentiation along a vector, which
is itself a generalization of partial derivatives. It is defined for locally convex topo-
logical vector spaces ( for example Banach spaces and thus Hilbert spaces) . The
definition of the Gâteaux derivative for Banach spaces is as follows:

Definition 14 (Gâteaux derivative)
If X and Y are Banach spaces, the set U ⊂ X is open and F is a function from
X → Y , then the Gateaux differential dF (u;ψ) of F at u ∈ U in the direction ψ ∈ X
is defined as
dF (u;ψ) = limτ→0

F (u+τψ)−F (u)
τ

= d
dτ
F (u+ τψ)|τ=0

Fréchet derivative

While the Gâteaux derivative generalizes differentiation of multivariate functions in
a given direction, the Fréchet derivative generalizes the notion of the derivative of a
real-valued function of a single, real variable to vector valued functions of multiple
real variables. Its definition for Banach spaces is as follows:

Definition 15 (Fréchet derivative)
For two Banach spaces V and W, an open subset U ⊂ V and a function f : U → W ,
f is called Fréchet differentiable at x ∈ U if the bounded linear operator A : V → W
that fulfills the following relation exists:
limh→0

‖f(x+h)−f(x)−Ah−rV ertW
‖h‖V

= 0
If there exists such an operator A, it is unique and we call it the Fréchet derivative
of f at x. We write Df(x) = A.

Taylor series for function spaces

With the Fréchet derivative defined for transformations between two Banach spaces,
we can define a Taylor expansion of a a transformation two function spaces which
are also Banach spaces as follows[?]:

Definition 16 (Taylor Series)
Suppose U is any open subset of Φ(Ω1) and F : Φ(Ω1) → Φ(Ω2) is a map which is
Cn in U (that is, the first n derivatives of T exist). Let φ ∈ U and α ∈ Φ(Ω1) be
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such that φ+ θα ∈ U∀θ ∈ [0, 1]. Then:

T (φ+ α) = Σn−1
k=0

T (k)(φ)(α)k

k!
+Rn(φ, α)

with
Rn(φ, α) =

∫ 1

0
(1−θ)n−1T (n)(φ+θα)(α)n

(n−1)!

This will be important later when we define and analyze nonlinear operators on
Fields.

Generalized Fourier Series

Like the Taylor series, we can generalize the Fourier series to be applicable to func-
tion spaces. Using the concept of orthogonality and Norm (see definitions 9 and 10)
we can define orthogonal bases ek, k ∈ 0...∞ as the set of vectors ek which are or-
thogonal to all other vectors in the set and also have a norm of 1. We can then
define the Generalized Basis Expansion

Definition 17 (Generalized Basis Expansion)
Letf be a mapping between two Banach spaces with the inner product 〈·, ·〉 defined.
f can then be represented by an expansion over its orthogonal constituents or bases
{φn(x)} as follows:
f(x) = Σ∞n=1cnφn(x)
the real valued expansion coefficients cn are formally defined as
cn = 〈φn,f〉

〈φn,φn〉

which takes the role of the Fourier series. Equivalent to the familiar one dimensional
scalar case,we can define Parsevals equality or identity, which states the the sum of
the squares of the orthogonal components of an element of a Hilbert space is equal
to the square of the element ( all defined over the inner product). This is equivalent
to a generalization of the Pythagorean theorem in Hilbert spaces.

Definition 18 (Parsevals equality)
‖φ‖2 =

∑
k(φ · ek)2

Similarly, we can define and Parsevals relation, which states that the sum of the
orthogonal inner products of the elements are equal to the inner product of the
elements.

Definition 19 (Parsevals relation)
φ · ψ =

∑
k(φ · ek)(ψ · ek)

Generalizing Transformations of the Hilbert Space

Since we will be working with Vector spaces over fields, we give the definition of a
linear transformation between two Vector spaces as follows:
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Definition 20 (Linear Transformation)
Given two vector spaces V,W over the the same field F , we call a mapping f : V →
W a linear map or linear transformation if it satisfies:

1. (x+ y) = f(x) + f(y)

2. f(αx) = αf(x) for αinF

This means any linear transformation will not change the structure of the Vector
spaces. For example, a multiplication with a scalar factor will not change the direc-
tion of a vector, just its amplitude or value.
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Chapter 3

A new type of computing?

3.1 Motivation

In [Mac] as well as [Mac87] and [Mac97] that in order to fully develop fields like AI
and sensory processing, we must leverage massively parallel computing. Massively
parallel is defined as follows[Mac87]:

Definition 21 (Massively parallel)
A computational system can be considered massively parallel if the number of pro-
cessing elements is so large, that it may conveniently be treated as a continuum.

Note the phrase ”conveniently”. Much of MacLennan arguments derive from a cer-
tain sense of pragmatism, which is not unique to him. Even within traditional
computer science and physics, we accept approximations both in representations
of numbers (think floating point) and in the derivation of theorems and concepts
(think Kirchhoff’s law). As long as we can clearly define the precision bounds in
which we compute, we are willing to accept small errors. Even traditional Turing
machines, the standard model of computation (for a brief primer, see appendix A)
uses a very pragmatic definition of computable numbers, computing the number ”to
the desired precision”(appendix A.5).
MacLennan further argues that in order to fully exploit the emerging world of mas-
sively parallel computers (whether it be through breakthroughs in molecular com-
puting [Zau05] or through the increasing parallel capabilities of traditional silicon
computers[HVG+06] [Hil] [JRP11] we must also develop a framework to reason in
parallel and design algorithms treating the computation as truly, massively parallel,
not just as doing multiple sequential operations at the same time. It is the deriva-
tion of this framework, which we will present in this chapter. We will try to to
immediately relate it to Turing computability by thinking of the field computer as
a Turing Machine specialized on parallel execution. We will also argue why this is
a valid and even natural model.
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3.2 Our new Symbols : Fields

For the definition of this new, massively parallelized computation framework, MacLennan[Mac]
suggests the definition of the Field as the basic computing unit ( similar, but not
identical to a mathematical lowercase field of functions ). He specifically defines
Fields to be physically realizable, which poses restrictions among other things on
their dynamic range and gradient. He defines the general properties of Fields as
follows[Mac]:

Definition 22 (Fields)
1. Fields must be realizable. This translates into a number of mathematical prop-

erties. Their dynamic range is limited, they are all uniformly continuous (most
are even continuous under a Lipschitz condition, see definition 2). We also
require their gradient to be finite, for in the real world there are no infinite
rate of changes within continua.

2. Fields are functions from a measure space Ω to a range K, with K being a
subset of an algebraic field (see section 3.2 ). We write φ : Ω→ K
Fields also belong to a linear space ΦK(Ω) , fulfilling most of the axioms of
vector spaces for the vector addition φ + ψ and scalar multiplication aφ for
a ∈ Ω and φ, ψ ∈ K :

3. Associativity, (φ+ ψ) + χ = φ+ (ψ + χ)

4. Commutativity, φ+ ψ = ψ + φ

5. Additive identity element 0 ∈ Ω for which φ+ 0 = 0 + φ = φ

6. Unitive element 1 of K for which 1φ = φ

7. Additive inverse −φ for every φ ∈ Φk such that φ+ (−φ) = 0

8. a(φ+ ψ) = aφ+ aψ

9. (ab)φ = a(bφ)

10. (a+ b)φ = aφ+ bφ

MacLennan specifically notes [Mac] that the fields cannot be closed under these
operations, since this would require the range to be unbounded. Thus Fields do
not fulfill the field axioms and are not fields in the mathematical sense. They are,
however a subset of the field of functions Ω→ K. Specifically, they are the physically
realizable subset of this field. Taking this into account, all definitions we carry over
from mathematical fields have exceptions and are undefined whenever the operation
would cause us to leave Ω or K . This can be thought of analogous to the undefined
behavior when dealing with overflows in classical programming, or the undefined
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relations mentioned in example A.1.1.
We can further define an inner product for Φk as follows:

Definition 23 (Inner product)
For two fields φ, ψ ∈ Φ(Ω) we define
φ · ψ =

∫
Ω
φtψtdt

It satisfies the properties of a real inner product as defined in definition 8. With
this Inner product we define a Norm and Orthogonality as usual. Since we require
Fields to have bounded domain and range, we know that every ‖φ‖ ≤ βφ|Ω|1/2
.This means all Fields are finite in space, which again means the space they belong
to is a Hilbert space. We can therefore therefore use the Fréchet derivative to define
Taylor expansions and use the Norm and the concept of Orthogonality to define a
Fourier series for Fields. These are important when it comes to defining and proving
operators.

3.3 Transitions - Field Transformations

We can now define operators on these fields that map from one field to another.
This will be the analogue to state transitions in serial Turing Machines. Since in the
physical world, we will have to deal with noise we require all Field transformations
to be continuous by using the norm:

limn→ 0‖φn − φ‖ = 0→ limn→0‖T (φn)− T (φ)‖ = 0

This gives our framework some robustness against noise.

3.3.1 Transformations required to define an Universal Field
Computer

Analogous to the universal Turing machine, which can simulate any computation
with the operations based around reading a symbol, performing altering the symbol
and/or moving the head, MacLennan showed [?] that a reasonably universal field
computer could approximate any mathematical operation using the following prim-
itive operations:

1. local addition: (φψ)t = φt + ψt

2. outer product:(φ ∧ ψ)st = φtψt

3. general product:(φψ)su =
∫

Ω
φst + ψtudµ(t)
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Note that these are not symbolic operations, they are well defined linear operations
on the mathematically defined Field of real or complex numbers. In order to ex-
press them as a machine, one has to define a mapping between a suitable physical
metaphor for the abstract mathematical process. For example, in order to express
local addition one can imagine a two Fields f1, f2 over Ω = [0, 0.5] represented by
the voltage levels of 5000 parallel wires each. In order to perform local addition,
one would connect pairs of the wires to an adding circuit (for example using an
op-amp). This would be an example of a non-universal Fields computer, which can
only compute addition of two Fields.

3.3.2 Precision of Transformations

It should also be noted that the key concept here is approximation. When designing
frameworks and algorithms, there are always trade-offs to be made. Field computa-
tion sacrifices absolute precision for an easier way to model massively parallel oper-
ations. On this scale, any number of singular incorrect points is irrelevant [Mac89].
The overall precision depends on the implementation and length of computation. If
for example we want to calculate a fraction to a certain digit, we need to take care
that a field computer consists of components able to support that calculation (high
end components, enough time for computation etc).

3.4 Tape - representing the Fields

Of course, using 10000 wires to represent two fields of such a small range is not
practical. Representing the values however is the biggest challenge. As defined in
definition 22, we have are constrained to physical media by definition. This aids in
implementation, but makes it hard to find a suitable medium for storing the fields.
Whereas an ideal Turin machine can simply assume a finite but arbitrarily long
tape and has had the benefit of very close physical metaphors for its abstractions
(voltage levels for discrete symbols, different storage media made up of discrete units
or regions) a storage medium for Fields is hard to come by. Since he is presenting
a mathematical framework, MacLennan himself skirts this issue. He only vaguely
mentions ideas about using frequencies, intensity, concentration and other possible
continuous properties of optical and chemical media as storage units without going
into details. Jiang et. al. touched one possible line of research in [JRP11]. If we
loosen the constraint of truly continuous fields and use MacLennans own definition
of the continuum limit of massively parallel operation[Mac99a], we can simply model
the Field storage unit as one tape of a multi-tape multi-head Turing machine. Each
field would be represented by one tape, with one head on every available position on
the tape. As can be shown [UJ79], this is no more expressive than a conventional
Turing Machine, though it might be faster on certain problems.
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3.5 Summary - Comparison with Universal Tur-

ing machine

Given our analogies so far, can we treat a field computer as a Turing machine? For
a truly continuous (one could say, ideal) field computer, the answer would be no.
This is due to the infinitely many values in the metric space of the domain over
which our fields are defined. A Turing machine can only deal with arbitrary long
but finite tapes and finite sets of symbols, which would be impossible if we were
to deal with a true continuum. However, in order to stay realizable we have to
step away from truly continuous representation, even MacLennan himself restricts
the criterion of a continuum to be ”sufficiently” continuous. So, given the expected
problem resolutions and ranges, we need sufficiently large but finite elements in our
measure space in order to operate on them with field computing. This means that
real world field computers can be treated as Turing machines with either an encod-
ing of the elements in the measure space, or simply with symbols corresponding to
each possible value. The multi-tape example is more intuitive, as we can imagine
the Turing machine storing each field on a separate tape.
In this way, we can model a field computer as a Turing machine. Indeed, MacLen-
nan himself states in his more practically oriented papers [Mac99a, Mac97, Mac87]
that the distinction becomes meaningless in real life and that it all comes down to
trade-offs.
As to the question of hyper computability, since an implementable universal field
computer needs compute approximations of continuous operation on a discrete space
instead of a truly operating on a continuous space, it can be simulated by a Turing
machine. If it were truly able to perform hyper-computation andperform computa-
tion not simulatable by a Turing Machine, it would not be implementable.

3.6 Concepts and Intuition

It is however just as impractical to think about Turing machine programming when
dealing with field computers as it is with classical computers. A Turing machine
decomposes every operation to a symbolic algorithm, which becomes cumbersome
(as seen in example A.2.1 quickly. We need equivalents of abstractions like regis-
ters,variables, functions etc.

While in traditional computers we use variables and registers to store values, in
a field computer there is no direct representation of the values. Instead, we en-
code them in a function over the measure space. How we encode them is left to
the designer of the algorithm and should be chosen according to the problem. For
example, a shape might be encoded as a curve, with the point sampled from the
measure space as the curve parameter. A gray-scale image might be encoded in a
two dimensional field, with the value at each point in the measure space correspond-
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ing to the brightness. As with classical computers, some values are better suited for
encoding in a field computer, some less. Likewise some operations are cumbersome
on a field computer that are trivial to implement on a classical computer (for exam-
ple the mean of a finite number of values) and vis á vis (for example, convolutions
and filtering are trivial operations in field computers).

One intuitive way to reason about fields is to treat them as infinite dimensional
vectors. E.g., a vector can be thought of as a function f : N → R returning the
vector element ni ∈ R for an index i ∈ N, with strictly limited i. A real field does
the same thing, except it performs the map R→ R instead.

In field computation, functions have to treated as chained operators on a single
input ,which is in itself a (possibly time varying) independent function. This is very
similar to the substitution of the lambda calculus [Chu85] and modern functional
programming approaches[Wad92][Hud89].
Overall, field computation is not a new computational model, but a mathematical
framework which can aid in designing massively parallel algorithms. Once defined
in this framework, they are easier implemented in parallel computing media which
can keep its metaphors close enough to the abstraction.

3.7 Possible Implementations

Given the difficulties of representing fields, feasible implementation for practical field
computers are hard to imagine. While there have been some approaches using opti-
cal and electric continuous computation media [Mac99a] it seems that with current
technology, a finite or continuum-limit Field computer is all that is achievable.
The most promising technology currently available are FPGA chips. Large scale
FPGA chips deliver around 1300 logic elements per dollar [Mod13] - measured in
LUTs, Look Up tables, which of course also contain some additional logic - with
the limiting factor being the IO pins. If chip designer increase the parallel IO ca-
pabilities and/or we can can develop computer architectures built around massive
parallelism, even today we can theoretically build a weak general purpose field com-
puter. If we assume we can formulate most algorithms with around 100 steps, taking
the 100 step phenomenon as our baseline, and we need to use at most around 300
[MMB12, MA09] LUTs per step and element of the field, we can implement a field
computer for a very rough estimate of 23 dollar per field element. This is of course
only a ballpark estimation of the cost of implementing a discrete Field computer us-
ing FPGA today. If we want to implement a continuous Field computer, we have to
add a factor between 103 and 106, depending on the range and the precision needed.
In any case, while costly, if one were forced to construct a field computer it would
be doable. Of course, with 23$∗5000∗3 ≈ 350000$ for the example in section 3.3.1,
building real world applications with this would be prohibitively expensive.
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Other possibilities include implementation of the Field computer primitives on plat-
forms like SpiNNaker and its related platforms, either directly or modeled as a Neural
Network[KLP+08], as a VLSI or as a library running on hugely distributed systems.
In any case, if implemented on classical architectures, the frameworks abstractions
are best captured by functional programming approaches which allow the inherent
parallel nature to persist when implementing the primitives. The formalism here
serves both to define the required hardware and to simplify the creation of algorithms
once a suitable hardware can be found.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

In conclusion, while field computation is cumbersome to work with when dealing
with scalar values and problems unsuitable to parallel computation, it can provide
a useful abstraction when designing parallel algorithms. It is best used for math-
ematically modeling massively parallel computation, implemented with functional
programming in mind.

Claims of super- or hyper-Turing computation capabilities seemingly rely on physi-
cal implementation details which are currently impossible to achieve. One example
for this is a storage of truly continuous, in essence infinitely partition-able measure
spaces on which to base our Fields. Implementable Field computers are an abstrac-
tion of specialized Turing machines designed for parallel use.

As for the architecture of a Field computer, much of the design details depend on
the computing medium chosen. The most practical implementation which is cur-
rently possible is based on FPGAs or neuromorphic distributed systems architecture
like SpiNNaker. Advances in molecular and natural computation might also make
implementation of a field computer more sensible.
Regarding future work, development of an actual field computation stack has to
happen on multiple levels,both scientific and engineering topics. To build a spe-
cialized field computer, one has to research and implement storage media to hold
either data - be it continuous or discrete - which can be accessed in parallel. Fur-
thermore, one has to develop a logic and then an instruction set that both build
upon the mathematical framework presented in this paper. The development of the
instruction set would of course be coupled with the development of an architecture
on which it could be run. Following this, one can define algorithmic primitives and
data structures to be used as primitives when programming field computers.
Alternatively to developing a new computation media, one could try and develop
synthesizable VHDL or Verilog libraries implementing the set of primitives on con-
ventional silicon.
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While the universal field computer is not here and might not be here, the formalism
serves to clearly define the requirement for a suitable computing and storage medium
for continua. It is also useful as an abstraction to design parallel algorithms which
can be suitable written as a field. This serves as a generalization of the vector
formalism to infinitely fine grained - continuous - sampling.
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Appendix A

Brief History of Turing
Computability

As Field Computation is sometimes mentioned in the context on non-Turing computability[Sta06,
Sta04, Mac03, Mac09] we will briefly present the history, mathematical foundation
and mainstream modern interpretation of the Turing Machine, including an example
Turing machine.

A.1 History and Motivation- The Entscheidungsprob-

lem

Already during the emergence of computing machines1 there were notions of a ma-
chine that could determine the correctness of mathematical statements. Leibniz
realized that the first step towards this would have to be an unambiguous formal
language. David Hilbert and Wilhelm Ackermann posed the Problem in their work
”Principles of mathematical Logic” as part of their presentation of first-order logic.

A.1.1 First-order Logic

First-order logic is the clean formal language which Leibniz knew would be necessary
before a machine that could ”solve” mathematical problems could even be though
about. It is a formal language intended for reasoning over mathematical structures
(Symbols ) in which each statement can be broken down into pairs of subjects and
predicates.
Subjects,or Entities, are the structures we want to act upon. They might be num-
bers, variables, spaces of variables or functions.
Predicates serve to define or modify the properties of the subjects.
Each predicate can only refer to a single subject, but a subject might itself be made
up of a Predicate/subject pair. They may also be compared, in the manner of ”if

1starting with Blaise Pascals mechanical calculator and Gottfried von Leibniz’ Stepped Reckoner
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predicate 1 is true, so is predicate 2” and similar statements
Variables are placeholders for Subjects which can be quantified over. Possible qual-
ifications are all,no,some. These quantified variables may be used with predicates
to reason over groups of subjects.

Example A.1.1
For an example of first order logic, we define the variable a and the predicates isacat
and isananimal. If we then state
For every(quantifier) a(variable, if a is a cat, a is an animal (two compared predi-
cates)
we have also implicitly stated:

1. There are animals which are not cats

2. There are no cats which are not animals

3. If a is not a cat, it may or may not be an animal (undefined) We can now
build up an unambiguously defined framework of predicates and subjects exactly
describing our system.

A.1.2 Entscheidungsproblem as given by Hilbert

Given this definition of first-order logic, the Entscheidungsproblem in the form given
by Hilbert and Ackermann asks for an algorithm that takes in a statement formu-
lated with a first order logic and optionally additional constraining axioms and
returns an answer ”Yes” and ”No”, indicating whether the statement is valid or
not. In order to answer the question, the idea of an ”algorithm” had to be also
formally defined. This was done independently both by Alonzo Church with his
lambda calculus[Chu85, ?] and his doctoral student Alan Turing with his universal
Turing machine[Tur36], which became the basis for the modern computer. 2

A.2 Turing Computability and the Turing Ma-

chine

Alan Turing imagined a machine which had a finite but always sufficiently long tape
on which the symbols it would act upon are stored. The machine could only ever
access one symbol at a time, the scanned symbol and would be influenced by the
symbol as well as able to alter the scanned symbol. It would also have the capability
to move the tape left and right, gaining access to the other symbols. The manner

2another formal model of computation was developed by Gödel and Kleene with the µ-recursive
functions[Kle79, GKR34]
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in which it did this would be defined by the machines state (which had to be finite
in number) , which could be influenced by the scanned symbols. Each state has a
number of transitions (also finite).
The parts in unison encode the computational steps of an algorithm. As an example
, we describe a Turing machine which increments a given binary number by one.[]

Example A.2.1
We start with a tape which has the number we want to increment printed on it in
binary,with leading zeros (in this case, 0011 for the number 3). The machine knows
the symbols 0,1 and blank. To make things simpler, we assume the head starts on
the first digit and the number is printed such that the first digit is the first position
on the tape. We then define the following algorithm.

1. Start in State 0.

2. if in State 0: If the symbol read is not blank, move the head to the right (along
the tape).Else switch to state 1 and move the head to the left.

3. if in State 1: if the symbol read is a 1 change it to zero. If the symbol read is
a 0 change it to 1 and end the algorithm.

4. go back to step 1

Applied to our sample case, 0010, the machine performs the following steps:

1. Start in State 0.

2. Read symbol is a 0, move to the right.

3. Read symbol is a 0, move to the right.

4. Read symbol is a 1, move to the right.

5. Read symbol is a 1, move to the right.

6. Read symbol is blank, move to the left and go into State 1

7. Read Symbol is a 1, change to 0, move to the left.

8. Read Symbol is a 1, change to 0, move to the left.

9. Read Symbol is a 0, change to 1, halt.

After 9 steps, we have increased the number on the paper from 0011 to 0100

While the example above is that of a specialized Turing machine encoding a single
algorithm that requires external preparation (setting of initial state, encoding etc.),
Alan Turing proved that a universal Turing machine could be constructed which
could simulate all other Turing machines. Later it was proven that this universal
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Turing machine would only be slower by a logarithmic factor[AB09] when compared
with the specialized machine. Turing thus created a framework to describe compu-
tations, with the following formal definitions:

Definition 24 (Turing Machine)
1. Q is a finite, non-empty set of states

2. F ⊆ Q is the set of final or accepting states

3. Γ is a finite, non-empty set of tape alphabet symbols

4. b ∈ Γ is the blank symbol

5. Σ ⊆ Γ \ {b} is the set of input symbols

6. δ : (Q \ F ) × Γ → Q × Γ × {L,R} here δ is the transition relation between a
combination of state and read symbol and the alteration of these two, combined
with moving the tape either left or right

The systems full state, also called complete configuration, consists of the current
state, any non-blank symbols on the tape and the position of the tape

Any algorithm computable in finite steps using this framework is defined as ”Turing
Computable”.

A.3 The Church Turing Thesis and the answer to

the Entscheidungsproblem

There had been other formalizations of computation models, namely the lambda
calculus of Turings doctoral father, Alonzo Church, as well as the general recursive
functions defined by Gödel and Herbrand. Turing and Church proved the equiva-
lency of these defined classes of computable functions.
It’s relevance to the Entscheidungsproblem was that Church and Turing proved
independently that there are statements for which a lambda calculus or a Turing
machine could not determine the validity. Turing did this by first equating the
Entscheidungsproblem with the Halting Problem (given a program and an input,
determine without running the program whether the program will halt), which he
had previously proven was not solvable by a Turing machine.[Tur36] He and his
doctoral father assumed that all of the most powerful formal computation models
are functionally equal to another. This provided a negative answer to the Entschei-
dungsproblem in all implementable systems. There remains some debate whether
the assumption is true, but given that ”effectively computable” remains an infor-
mal definition, this is an irresolvable dispute. The majority seems to agree that all
computable functions are Turing Computable3 and vice versa. This assumption is

3Turing himself proved that his machines could perform all computations a human could do
with pen and paper
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known as the Church-Turing thesis.

A.4 Limits of Turing machines

While Turing machines seem to capture all human computable problems, there are
instances where they are a cumbersome model. Traditional computers using von
Neumann [GH93]or Harvard architectures provide multiple abstractions to make
dealing with computation more convenient than programming a pure Turing ma-
chine. They are also an ill fitting model when it comes to concurrent computation.
While it is possible to simulate Concurrent computation, for example with an in-
terleaving model of computation, there are more elegant and expressive models for
this. Indeed, there exists is a whole field of mathematics dedicated to the study of
concurrent system, called the process calculus. For more on this topic see [Mil80]
and [AG07].

A.5 Summary

Turing computability is defined as being solvable by a Turing machine. A Turing
machine is defined for finite, discrete alphabets, as well as a finite number of discrete
states and atomic transitions. Given the right instructions on tape, a universal Tur-
ing machine can compute any Turing computable algorithm. The Church-Turing
thesis states that this probably captures all algorithms computable by humans,
which cover all algorithms to date. In order for these algorithms to be generally
applicable, one has to include encoding and decoding routines that map between
the input values and the symbols represented on the tape.

For our discussion of field computation, we should keep in mind the inherent dis-
creteness of the Turing machine. We should also keep in mind all real numbers
are accurately computable by Turing machines given infinite time and tape, but
that in practice we only concern ourselves with the required precision and terminate
the computation once it is reached[Fre83]. Another constraint is the Beckenstein
bound[Bek72, CMO01] which limits the precision achievable with both a real-world
Turing machine, as well as all other physical computers.
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